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Mathematical Literacy
What does it mean to be "literate" in math?  

Literate, as opposed to being an expert, means having the minimum amount of working 
knowledge and skills for everyday purposes. 

To be literate in math, you should be able to know in what situations these skills may be 
appropriate. 

The true "math literate" is not someone who has a lot of math knowledge, it is someone 
who correctly applies the skills they do have to given situations.
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The Everyday (EDM) Mathematics Program
Embraces many of the traditional goals of school mathematics as well as to  raise expectations as to 
the amount and range of math that children can learn.

The curriculum :
Emphasizes conceptual understanding while building a mastery of skillls
Explores the full spectrum of math, not just basic arithmetic
Is based on how children learn, what they are interested in, and the future for which they must be prepared
Is designed to help teachers nurture higher order thinking skills and problem solving with children
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Spiraling curriculum - designed to help children build understanding over a period of time, first 
through informal exposure then into more directed instruction.  Children are expected to master a 
variety of concepts and mathematical skills but not the first time they encounter them. 

 Learning proceeds from the unknown to the known, so new learning needs to be connected to 
and build upon an existing knowledge base.
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Numeration and Number

127 = 1 hundred + 2 tens + 7 ones

Operations and Computation

2(3) - 6(2) - 10 = ?

Data 
and 
Chance

Measurement
10 2 3 54 6

inches

Geometry

Patterns, Functions and Algebra

...

 The main focus of the program throughout the entire curriculum through each grade.

Content Strands
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Pre-K
Understand meanings of operations

Operations and Computation

Solve and create number stories using 
concrete modeling; explore part – whole 
relationships (like 5 is made of 2 plus 3)

Kindergarten
Understand each teen number as 10 + a digit
Use concepts of greater and less to find a 
mystery number
Participate in telling change-to-less (subtraction) 
stories
Participate in telling change to more (addition) 
number stories
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Numeration 

1st Grade
2nd Grade

Counting (0 -110 and beyond)

Read and write 2 digit numbers

Investigate place value of whole numbers

Explore fractions

Explore money

Counting (up to 1,000)

Read and write 3 digit numbers

Identify place value
Compare numbers

Work with fractions

Use money to develop place value and 
decimal concepts
Exchange money
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3rd Grade
4th Grade

Geometry

Describe and compare 2d and 3d shapes

Locate points on a coordinate grid

Draw and measure angles

Classify angles - acute, right or obtuse

Classify lines as parallel, intersecting or 
perpendicular

Use and classify reflections, translations and 
rotations

Explore 2d and 3d shapes

Explore Coordinate grids

Explore Geometric notation - angles, 
segments, rays, lines

Perform Rotations - cw and ccw
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Patterns Functions and Algebra

Frame and Arrow 1st Grade

What's My Rule
Kindergarten

9

-3

?

15 26

Frame and Arrow 2nd Grade

30

-12

60
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Learning Goals in grades 1-6 

Goals are spiraled as Beginning, Developing and Secure

Beginning – Material introduced to students only, no independence expected

Beginning/Developing 

Developing – students can work with material but not always independently (need help)

    Developing / Secure

Secure – students fully understand material and can work independently

2nd Grade example

Measurement
Computation/Numeration

Numeration

Functions

Numeration
Computation

Numeration
Computation

Learning Goals for Unit 1
1a - Calculate the values of coin and bill combinations  (developing)
1b - Know addition facts for sums up to 10  (developing/secure)
1c - Identify place value for ones tens and hundreds  (developing)
1d - Complete number sequences; identify and use number patterns 
       to solve problems  (developing)
1e - Find equivalent names for numbers  (developing)
1f - Compare numbers, write the symbols >, < or =  (developing)
1g - Count by 2’s,  5’s, 10’s(secure)
1h - Make tallies and give the total  (secure)

Learning Goals for Unit 6   
6a - Solve stories about multiples of equal groups (beginning/developing)
6b - Solve equal-grouping and equal-sharing division problems (beginning/
developing)
6c - Use Partial Differences algorithm to solve 2 digit subtraction problems 
(developing)
6d - Make ball-park estimates of exact answers (developing)
6e - Model multiplication problems with arrays(developing)

6f - Add three 2-digit numbers mentally (developing)
6g - Add and subtract with multiples of 10 (developing/secure)
6h - Solve addition and subtraction number stories(developing/secure)
6i - Add three 1-digit numbers mentally (secure)

Computation

Computation/ Numeration

Computation/ Numeration
Computation/ Numeration/
Functions

Computation
Computation/ Numeration

Computation/ Numeration
Computation

Each unit is is based on specific learning goals which span the Content StrandsKindergarten calls them Guideposts

.
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Math Assessment
2nd Grade

.
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Daily Math Routine

Warm UP - Mental Math

Problem Solving - Math Message

Daily Lesson

Small Group / Individual work 
Journals with built in review
Math Games
Explorations

Homework - Homelinks

Grades 1 - 6
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6 4 7, 2 4 5

2(3) + 7(2) + 4 = 

Math Message example: Shelia made two three point baskets, seven two point 
baskets and four free throws in the game yesterday.  How many points did she score in total?  
Write a number sentence (number model) that contains parenthesis.

Math Message example: These are the heights in feet of the 5 tallest lighthouses in the US.  
191, 170, 196, 171, 170
Name the minimum, maximum, range, median, and mode of the data set.

Min - smallest value of data set
Max - largest value of data set
Range - difference between max and min
Mode - value(s) that occur most often
Median - middle value of data set

170 170 171 191 196

Mental Math example: Estimate each

496 + 257
1,381 + 734
268 + 477 + 1,009

500 +  250 
1,400 +  750 
250 + 500 + 1,000

x

Mental Math example: Write six hundred forty seven thousand two hundred forty five.  
Circle the hundred thousands place, put an X through the thousands place and underline the 10's 
place..

.

750
2,150

1,750
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Model Fractions using Pattern Blocks

.
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Partial Sums and Partial Differences Algorithms

3 4 5 
6 2 9 +

1's10's100's1000's

3 4 5 
6 2 9 

-

1's10's100's1000's

9 0 0 
6 0 
1 4

9 7 4 

Partial Sums
Partial 
Differences 3 0 0 

2 0 - 
4

2 8 4 

700 10 20 30 40 50 60-10-20-30-40-50-60-70

20 - 40 = -20

.

Left to right
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Partial Products

32 x 67 = ?

(30 + 2) x (60 + 7) = ?

1,800 + 210 + 120 + 14

2,010 + 120 + 14

2,144

.
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Math Boxes 
Built in review for 
daily Journal work
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Home links 
Regular 
homework
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Home School Connection
Talk about math and how it applies in your life as often as possible
Talk to the girls about homework and let them explain what they are doing
Help them practice with math facts, basic computation, and anything that 
requires practice to master.

Website

Meaning of Homework
Homework is not meant to challenge but rather have your daughter talk with you 
about what she is learning.  

The difficult (challenging)  work happens in the classroom during the school day.

https://sites.google.com/a/sch.org/lower-school-
math-resources/
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1

Extra Challenge
Identify individual areas where challenge is appropriate.  Continuous process.

Kindergarten
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1st grade 
Extra help - Skill Links used to foster independence during math. Students work 

independently without teacher input, after (if) they complete daily journal work.
Challenge - Extra Math Box Challenge - additional problems, like the Math Boxes, but 

more complex to provide challenge if needed.

2nd grade 
Challenge

1) First in Math - online challenge fact activities  - timed - based on game of 24
2) Extra Math Box Challenge - additional problems, like the Math Boxes, but 
more complex
3) Continental Math League problems - extra challenge to help girls prepare for math 
competitions available in grades 3 and 4

Extra help
      1) Skill Links used to foster independence during math. Students work independently 

without teacher input, after (if) they complete daily journal work.

3rd grade
Challenge

1) First in Math - online challenge fact activities  - timed - based on game of 24. 
Also ERB prep available with multiple choice questions in Know and Show sections

2) Extra Math Box Challenge - additional problems, like the Math Boxes, but 
more complex
3) Continental Math League  - extra challenge to help girls prepare for the math 
competitions available in January, February and March
4) Extra Homework Challenge - supplements to the Homelink's that provide homework 
challenge

Extra help 
       1) Skill Links used to foster independence during math. Students work independently 

without teacher input, after (if) they complete daily journal work.

4th grade
1) First in Math - online challenge fact activities  - timed - based on game of 24.  

Also ERB prep available with multiple choice questions in Know and Show sections
2) Extra Math Challenge problems given out in class- additional challenge problems girls 

          can work on if they complete daily work
3) Continental Math League  - extra challenge to help girls prepare for the math 
     competitions available in January, February and March

      4) Weekly math challenge question - optional - one question is posed each week and 
          students who choose can make an attempt to solve and turn in.  
Extra help
      1) Skill Links used to foster independence during math. Students work independently 

without teacher input, after (if) they complete daily journal work.

.
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Math Games  

Target

62128104

Name that Number Game

2 cards:  4 + 2 = 6 8 - 2 = 6 10 - 4 = 6 12
2

= 6

3 cards: 10 - 8 + 4 = 6
3 cards: 8 x 2 - 10 = 6
3 cards: (8 + 4) / 2 = 6


